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SU„3… relations and the CP asymmetries inB decays toh8KS , fKS , and K¿KÀKS
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We considerCP asymmetries in neutralB meson decays toh8KS , fKS , and K1K2KS . We use SU~3!
relations to estimate or bound the contributions to these amplitudes proportional toVub* Vus . Such contributions
induce a deviation of theSf terms measured in these time dependentCP asymmetries from that measured for
cKS . For theK1K2KS mode, we estimate the deviation to be of order 0.1. For theh8KS mode, we obtain an
upper bound on this deviation of order 0.3. For thefKS mode, we have to add a mild dynamical assumption
to the SU~3! analysis due to insufficient available data, yielding an upper bound of order 0.25. These bounds
may improve significantly with future data. While they are large at present compared to the usually assumed
standard model contribution, they are obtained with minimal assumptions and hence provide more rigorous
tests for new physics. If measurements yielduSf2ScKu that are much larger than our bounds, it would make a
convincing case for new physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent measurements ofCP asymmetries in neutralB me-
son decays into finalCP eigenstates test the Kobayash
Maskawa mechanism and probe new sources ofCP viola-
tion. The time dependent asymmetries depend on
parametersSf andCf ( f denotes here a finalCP eigenstate!:

Af~ t ![
G„B̄phys

0 ~ t !→ f …2G„Bphys
0 ~ t !→ f …

G„B̄phys
0 ~ t !→ f …1G„Bphys

0 ~ t !→ f …

52Cfcos~DmBt !1Sfsin~DmBt !. ~1!

CP violation in decay inducesCf , while CP violation in the
interference of decays with and without mixing inducesSf .
~The contribution fromCP violation in mixing is at or below
the percent level and can be safely neglected with the pre
experimental accuracy.!

If the decay is dominated by a single weak phase,Cf
'0 and the value ofSf can be cleanly interpreted in terms
CP violating parameters of the Lagrangian. This is the c
for decays which are dominated by the treeb→cc̄s transi-
tion or by the gluonic penguinb→ss̄s transition. If one ne-
glects the subdominant amplitudes with a different we
phase, theCP asymmetries in these two classes of decays
given bySf52h fsin 2b, whereh f511(21) for final CP-
even~-odd! states andb is one of the angles of the unitarit
triangle. In particular, in this approximation, theCP asym-
metries in the two classes are equal to each other, for
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ample, ScK5SfK . A strong violation of such a relation
would indicate new physics@1#.

Our aim in this paper is to quantify this statement w
minimal assumptions for three modes of interest:fKS ,
h8KS and K1K2KS . We would like to estimate or to find
bounds on the deviations of the corresponding asymme
from ScKS

that are~hadronic-!model independent. The ingre
dients of our analysis are SU~3! relations and experimenta
information on related modes. We will be able to carry o
this program to the end forSh8KS

. As concernsSfKS
, we

derive SU~3! relations that can, in principle, lead to mod
independent bounds. In practice, however, some experim
tal information is still missing. Nevertheless, by using a m
dynamical assumption, we obtain a bound for this mode t
The situation is more complicated forSKKK , where we point
out some subtleties in the interpretation of the experime
results. For this mode, however, we are able to estim
~rather than just bound! the deviation of the extracted asym
metry from sin 2b in the standard model by usingU-spin
relations and experimental data.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The CP asymmetry inB→cKS decays~and other, re-
lated, modes that proceed viab→cc̄s) has been measured
with a world average@2# of

ScKS
510.73460.054 @3,4#,

CcKS
510.0560.04 @3,4#. ~2!

The value ofScKS
is consistent with predictions made on th

basis of other measurements of the Cabibbo-Kobaya
Maskawa ~CKM! parameters (DmB , DmBs

, «K and tree
level decays!.
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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CP asymmetries have also been searched for in th
modes that are dominated byb→ss̄s gluonic penguin tran-
sitions:

Sh8KS
510.3360.34 @5,6#,

Ch8KS
520.0860.18 @5,6#, ~3!

SfKS
520.3960.41 @5,7#,

CfKS
510.5660.44 @5#, ~4!

2SK1K2KS
510.4960.4420.00

10.33 @5#,

CK1K2KS
510.4060.3420.00

10.26 @5#. ~5!

The standard model predicts that in these modes2h fSf
5ScKS

and Cf50 to a good approximation. The statistic
errors in Eqs.~3!–~5! are too large to make any firm conclu
sions. It is clear, however, that there is still much room l
for deviations from the standard model generated by poss
new physics inb→s transitions.

The standard model amplitude for these three de
modes can be written as follows:

Af[A~B0→ f !5Vcb* Vcsaf
c1Vub* Vusaf

u . ~6!

The second term is CKM-suppressed compared to the
one since

ImS Vub* Vus

Vcb* Vcs
D 5UVub* Vus

Vcb* Vcs
Using5O~l2!, ~7!

wherel50.22 is the Wolfenstein parameter. It is convenie
to define

j f[
Vub* Vusaf

u

Vcb* Vcsaf
c

, ~8!

and thus rewrite the amplitude of Eq.~6!,

Af5Vcb* Vcsaf
c~11j f !. ~9!

The SU~3! analysis we carry out allows us to bounduj f u. To
first order in this quantity, the deviation of the asymme
from sin 2b is given by@8,9#

2h fSf2sin 2b52 cos 2b sing cosd f uj f u, ~10!

whered f5arg(af
u/af

c). The j f parameter characterizes als
the size ofCf :

Cf522 sing sind f uj f u. ~11!

Note that d f can be determined from tand f5(h fSf
1sin 2b)/(Cf cos 2b), while the following (d f-independent!
relation betweenSf , Cf and uj f u may become useful in the
future:
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Cf
21@~h fSf1sin 2b!/cos 2b#254 sin2guj f u2. ~12!

The crucial question, when thinking of the deviation
2h fSf from sin 2b, is the size ofaf

u/af
c . While af

c is domi-

nated by the contribution ofb→ss̄s gluonic penguin dia-
grams,af

u gets contributions from both penguin diagram

andb→uūs tree diagrams. For the penguin contributions
is clear thatuaf

u/af
cu;1. ~Theaf

c term comes from the charm
penguin minus the top penguin, while the up penguin min
the top penguin contributes toaf

u .! Thus our main concern is
the possibility that the tree contributions might yielduaf

u/af
cu

significantly larger than one.
For final states with zero strangeness,f 8, we write the

amplitudes as

Af 8[A~B0→ f 8!5Vcb* Vcdbf 8
c

1Vub* Vudbf 8
u . ~13!

Here neither term is CKM suppressed compared to the ot
We use SU~3! flavor symmetry to relate theaf

u,c amplitudes
to sums ofbf 8

u,c . While similar SU~3! relationships have bee
explored elsewhere@10–14#, most of our results and appli
cations are new.

The SU~3! relations, together with the measurements
upper bounds on the rates for the nonstrange channels
the measured rate for the channel of interest yield an up
bound onuj f u. Let us first provide an intuitive explanation o
this. The decays to final strange states,f, are dominated by
the af

c terms. Those to final states with zero strangeness,f 8,
are dominated by thebf 8

u terms. Thus we can estimateuaf
cu

and ubf 8
u u from the measured branching ratios~or the upper

bounds on them!. Then the SU~3! relations give upper
bounds on certain sums of thebf 8

c and af
u amplitudes from

the extracted values ofaf
c and bf 8

u , respectively. This then
gives a bound onuaf

u/af
cu, and consequently onuj f u. We can

also check the self-consistency of the analysis, namely
uaf

uu,uAf u/uVubVusu and ubf 8
c u,uAf 8u/uVcbVcdu. However, as

we show below, the assumptions made in this paragraph
be avoided entirely.

The SU~3! relations actually provide an upper bound o
uVcb* Vcdaf

c1Vub* Vudaf
uu, in terms of the measured branchin

ratios of some zero strangeness final states~or limits on
them!. Therefore, without any approximations, we can bou

ĵ f[UVus

Vud
3

Vcb* Vcdaf
c1Vub* Vudaf

u

Vcb* Vcsaf
c1Vub* Vusaf

uU
5Uj f1~VusVcd!/~VudVcs!

11j f
U. ~14!

If the bound onĵ f is less than unity, then it gives a bound o
uj f u. We work to first order inj f , since the naive expectatio
is j f5O(l2). At the present state of the data the bounds
obtain onĵ f are significantly larger thanl2, so we also work
in the approximationl2! ĵ f,1. This is appropriate becaus
we want to constrain the possibilityuaf

u/af
cu@1. Therefore,
4-2
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SU~3! RELATIONS AND THE CP ASYMMETRIES IN B . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D68, 015004 ~2003!
we takeuj f u'ĵ f in what follows ~although this approxima
tion should not be made once the bounds onĵ f are of order
l2).

The SU~3! decomposition ofaf
u andbf 8

u is identical with
that of af

c andbf 8
c although the values of the reduced mat

elements are independent for theu- and thec-terms. The
SU~3! decomposition is given in Appendix A for the cha
nels discussed in this paper. We use the notationa( f )[af

u,c

andb( f 8)[bf 8
u,c for equations that apply for both cases, wi

either all u or all c upper indices. Our normalization of th
various amplitudes is the same as that of Ref.@11#. It corre-
sponds toG5uAu2 independent of whether the final particle
are identical or not.

The contributions toaf
c andbf 8

c come from penguin dia-

grams or the treeb→cc̄q transition plus some form of res
cattering~such asD-exchange! to replace thecc̄ with lighter
quark flavors. Aside from small electroweak penguin con
butions, there is only an SU~3! triplet term in the Hamil-
tonian for these amplitudes. Neglecting electroweak p
guins would result in additional SU~3! relations between the
af

c andbf 8
c terms. We do not make such an approximation

our analysis, but it might be useful for other purposes.

III. THE CP ASYMMETRY IN B\h8KS

A. SU„3… relations

The CP asymmetry inB→h8KS is expected to yield a
less accurate measurement of sin 2b than thecKS mode. The
reason is that, while this decay is dominated by gluonic p
guins, there are CKM-suppressed tree contributions tha
duce a deviation from the leading result. Nevertheless, it
argued in Ref.@15# that this deviation is below the two pe
cent level. The argument was based on relating the tree
tributions in B→h8K and B→pp decays. While this may
be a reasonable hypothesis, it is based on neither app
mate symmetry nor obvious dynamical assumptions. In
section we derive a more rigorous~though weaker! bound on
the ‘‘problematic’’ subleading contribution.

The results of Appendix A imply the following amplitud
relations:

a~h1K0!52
1

A2
b~h1p0!1A3

2
b~h1h8!,

a~h8K0!5
1

2A2
b~h8p0!

2A3

4
@b~p0p0!2b~h8h8!#. ~15!

The statesh1 andh8 transform as a singlet and an octet
SU~3!, respectively. They are related to the physicalh8 and
h states through an orthogonal rotation:

h85ch12sh8 , h5sh11ch8 , ~16!
01500
-

-

-
n-
s

n-

xi-
is

wheres[sinuhh8 and c[cosuhh8 . Most extractions of the
mixing angle,uhh8 , vary in the 10–20° range, and we wi
useuhh8520° in our numerical calculations@16#.

In terms of physical states, we obtain from Eq.~15! the
relation

a~h8K0!5
s222c2

2A2
b~h8p0!2

3cs

2A2
b~hp0!

1
A3s

4
b~p0p0!2

A3s~s214c2!

4
b~h8h8!

1
3A3sc2

4
b~hh!1

A3c~2c22s2!

2A2
b~hh8!.

~17!

The SU~3! analysis gives many more relations, involvin
both charged and neutralB decay amplitudes. The most gen
eral such relation, involving up to thirteen amplitudes on t
right hand side, is given in Appendix B. With current dat
Eq. ~17! gives the strongest bound:

ujh8KS
u,UVus

Vud
UF0.59AB~h8p0!

B~h8K0!
10.33A B~hp0!

B~h8K0!

10.14AB~p0p0!

B~h8K0!
10.53AB~h8h8!

B~h8K0!

10.38A B~hh!

B~h8K0!
10.96A B~hh8!

B~h8K0!
G . ~18!

This bound is obtained from Eq.~17! by taking all ampli-
tudes to interfere constructively, and usinguhh8520°. The
experimental upper bounds on the relevant branching ra
are collected in Appendix C. Using these values, we obta

ujh8KS
u,0.36. ~19!

So far only upper limits are available for many of th
rates that enter in Eq.~18!. Hence this bound is probably
significant overestimate and will improve with further dat
At the present state of the data, we do not consider it ne
sary to be concerned about SU~3! breaking corrections.
Eventually, there may be sufficient data to fix all the amp
tudesaf

u,c , including their relative phases. At that point
much stronger bound can be expected, and allowance
SU~3! breaking corrections will need to be made.

Using the known CKM dependence, the bound of E
~19! can be translated into a bound on the hadronic par
eters,

Uah8K0
u

ah8K0
c U,18. ~20!
4-3
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This bound is much weaker than most theoretical estima
Since the amplitudes involved in Eq.~17! carry different
strong phases, we do not expect that they all add up co
ently, as assumed in Eq.~18!. A more plausible~though less
rigorous! estimate would be that the left hand side of E
~18! is unlikely to be larger than the largest term on the rig
hand side. This estimate would giveujh8KS

u,0.14 instead of
0.36. Clearly, more data could significantly improve the
bounds.

The same set of SU~3! relationships can be used to car
out a similar analysis for a number of other modes. T
relevant general relationship forhKS is given in Appendix
B. Once experimental data on the asymmetry in this m
are available, it will be interesting to use this relationship
obtain a similar constraint onjhKS

.

B. Using charged modes and a dynamical assumption

One can obtain a similar bound on the ratioaf
u/af

c for the
charged mode,f 5h8K1. The experimental situation is suc
that this bound is significantly stronger than the one in
neutral mode. The SU~3! relations for the decompositions o
af

u andbf 8
u in B1→PP decays are also given in Appendix A

They lead to the following relations:

a~h1K1!5b~h1p1!,

a~h8K1!5
1

A3
b~p1p0!2

1

A6
b~K0K1!, ~21!

and

A6b~h8p1!5A2b~p1p0!12b~K0K1!. ~22!

This last equation allows us to boundjh8K1 by many
different combinations of decay modes. The most gen
relationship that involves onlyB1 decay modes is

a~h8K1!5
~32x!cs

2
b~hp1!

1
~x21!s212c2

2
b~h8p1!

1
~x23!s

2A3
b~p1p0!1

xs

A6
b~K0K1!, ~23!

where, as before,c and s parametrizeh2h8 mixing. The
parameterx is free: it allows us to choose, based on the st
of the data, the optimal~that is, the most constraining! com-
bination of amplitudes. With the branching ratios collected
Appendix C, we find that at presentx53 in Eq. ~23! gives
the strongest constraint,

ujh8K1u,0.09. ~24!

While theaf
c amplitudes for the charged and neutralh8K

modes are the same, theaf
u are not. The nontriplet contribu

tions coming from the treeb→uūd terms in the Hamiltonian
01500
s.
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cause the differences.@This can be seen in the SU~3! rela-
tions in Table II of Appendix A.# If we examine the quark
diagrams for these two channels we find thatah8K1

u has a
color-allowed tree diagram contribution, whileah8KS

u only

arises from a color-suppressed tree diagram or penguins.
dynamical assumption is that the color-suppressedah8KS

u is

not bigger than the color-allowedah8K1
u . This could only be

violated by an accidental cancellation between two ter
that are formally different orders in 1/Nc . By making this
mild assumption, we improve the bound onjh8KS

by more
than a factor of three over that given by the pure SU~3!
analysis.

There are experimental tests that could indicate t
ah8K1

u is small compared toah8KS

u . First, if directCP viola-

tion in the neutral mode were established to be lar
uCh8KS

u!” 1, it would place alower bound onuah8KS

u /ah8KS

c u.
Second, if the difference of the neutral and chargedB
→h8K rates were sizable, given our strong bound
uah8K1

u /ah8K1
c u, it would imply a largeuah8KS

u /ah8KS

c u with a

relative strong phase that is not close top/2. If either of
these measurements violate theupper bound on
uah8K1

u /ah8K1
c u, it would suggest either an accidental canc

lation in the charged mode, or, more interestingly, possi
new physics. This would make it important to improve t
direct neutral mode test for new physics.

Equation~3! shows thatCh8KS
is consistent with zero and

the data in Appendix C show that the ratio of charged a
neutral rates is not necessarily much different from o
However, this does not validate our assumption. For
ample, a small strong phase,dh8K'0, and a large weak
phase,g'p/2, would make directCP violation small and
induce approximately equal rates, independently of the s
of ah8K1

u /ah8KS

u .

IV. THE CP ASYMMETRY IN B\fKS

A. SU„3… relations

A similar analysis can also be applied toB→fKS . Again,
the existence of CKM-suppressed contributions induces a
viation from the leading result, and our goal is to constra
that effect using SU~3! related modes. Here it is usually a
sumed that these corrections are not large, since thb

→uūs tree diagram can only contribute via rescattering
the f final state which is puress̄. Thus it was generally
argued that the deviation ofSfKS

from sin 2b is likely to be

no larger thanO(l2). Reference@12# proposed an SU~3!-
based relation that can potentially bound this deviation, ho
ever, it involves an implicit dynamical assumption. In th
subsection we present exact SU~3! relations that can, in prin-
ciple, give a model independent bound. In the next subs
tion, we explain the dynamical assumption that leads to
bound of Ref.@12# and update it with current data.

The SU~3! decomposition ofaf
u and bf 8

u for final states
composed of a vector and a pseudoscalar meson is give
4-4
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Appendix A. These results imply the following relations:

a~f1K0!52
1

A2
b~f1p0!1A3

2
b~f1h8!,

a~f8K0!5
1

4A2
@3b~r0h8!2b~f8p0!#

1
1

4
A3

2
@b~f8h8!2b~r0p0!#

1
1

2
A3

2
@b~K* 0K0!2b~K* 0K0!#. ~25!

The statesf1 andf8 transform as a singlet and an octet
SU~3!, respectively. They are related to the physicalf andv
through an orthogonal rotation:

f5A1

3
f12A2

3
f8 , v5A2

3
f11A1

3
f8 , ~26!

which defines thef as a puress̄ state. Thus, in terms o
physical states, we obtain

a~fK0!5
1

2
@b~K* 0K0!2b~K* 0K0!#

1
1

2
A3

2
@cb~fh!2sb~fh8!#

1
A3

4
@cb~vh!2sb~vh8!#

2
A3

4
@cb~r0h!2sb~r0h8!#

1
1

4
b~r0p0!2

1

4
b~vp0!2

1

2A2
b~fp0!.

~27!

This relation could give a bound onjfKS
in a similar fashion

as Eq.~18! in Sec. III A. However, a survey of the exper
mental data shows that currently no useful bound can
obtained from Eq.~27!. While it is possible, using SU~3!
relations, to replace some modes that occur on the right-h
side of Eq.~27! with a combination of others, there is n
relation that yields a bound onĵfKS

below unity at present.
We conclude that, while in the future it will be possible

use relations such as Eq.~27! to constrainafK0
u /afK0

c in a
model independent way, it is impossible to do so with curr
data.

B. Using charged modes and a dynamical assumption

For the charged modef 5fK1, one can similarly obtain
a bound on the ratiojfK1 based purely on SU~3!. The SU~3!
01500
e

nd

t

relations forB1→VP decays are given in Appendix A. The
lead to the following relations:

a~f1K1!5b~f1p1!,

a~f8K1!5b~f8p1!2A3

2
b~K* 0K1!. ~28!

In terms of physical states we thus obtain

a~fK1!5b~fp1!1b~K* 0K1!. ~29!

Using the experimental upper limits on rates collected
Appendix C, we obtain

ujfK1u,0.25. ~30!

Once again there is no immediate relationship betw
the afK1

u and afKS

u . They differ by nontriplet Hamiltonian

contributions arising from the tree-typeb→uūs transition
~and a small but similar effect from electroweak penguin!.
To use the above result as a bound onjfKS

requires an ad-

ditional assumption thatafKS

u is not much larger thanafK1
u .

Here we cannot readily justify this assumption, although
know of no reason why it should not hold. Because thef is
a pure ss̄ state, there is no orderNc

2 tree contribution to

afK1
u , as there was in the case ofahK1

u . The treeb→uūs
contribution must undergo a rescattering in order to cont
ute. This brings it to be an orderNc term, at the same level a
the penguin contributions. Traditional analyses of this ch
nel assume that the rescattering contribution is neglig
compared to theb→ss̄s penguin terms, in which case th
charged and neutralafK

u would be approximately equal. In
deed, only an accidental cancellation could makeuafK1

u u
much smaller thanuafKS

u u.
With this assumption, the bound for the charged mo

also applies for the neutral mode. In this case, there is p
ently no pure SU~3!-based bound, and so this assumption
necessary to obtain any result. The bound in Eq.~30! was
applied to the neutral mode in Ref.@12#. We have shown here
that implicit in this bound is the assumption that there is
accidental cancellation of the two contributions to t
charged mode.

As in theh8K modes, here too there is no evidence eith
for largeCfKS

or for a large difference betweenB(fK0) and

B(fK1). If such evidence existed, it would indicate th
uafK1

u u is small compared touafKS

u u. This could indicate that

there is indeed a cancellation between two independent
tributions to afK1

u , or a harbinger of new physics effect
Data on the nonstrange neutral modes would then be d
able, as they could distinguish these two possibilities.

V. THE CP ASYMMETRY IN B\K¿KÀKS

TheB→K1K2KS decay is different from the other deca
modes discussed in one, very important, aspect: since
final state is three-body, it does not have a definiteCP. Thus,
4-5
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the CP asymmetry is diluted with respect to sin 2b. To ex-
tract the value of sin 2b from this measurement, one has
know the relative fractions ofCP-even andCP-odd final
states. The BELLE Collaboration employed a beautiful is
spin analysis for this purpose@17#. The accuracy of the iso
spin analysis affects the accuracy with which the trueSKKK
~that is, SKKK for a final KKK state with a definiteCP! is
determined. Consequently, the relation between the exp
mental value,SKKK

exp , and sin 2b is more complicated. We
will first analyze the accuracy of determiningSKKK from
SKKK

exp and then the deviation ofSKKK from sin 2b.1

A. Isospin analysis

The B→KIKJKL decays ~where I ,J,L5$1,2,0,S%
specify the kaon states! involve an initial I 51/2 state and
final I 51/2 and 3/2 states. There are five independent iso

amplitudes,A1
2, A1

28 , A3
2, A3

28 andA3
4, where the lower index

denotes the isospin representation of the Hamiltonian and
upper index gives that of the final state.~We follow the no-
tation of the previous sections, instead of using isospin
bels.! For the isospin-doublet final states, the representa
2 denotes where the twoS521 mesons are in an isospin
singlet state, while 28 denotes where they are in an isosp
triplet. Defining

AIJL~p1 ,p2 ,p3![A@B→KI~p1!K̄ J~p2!KL~p3!#, ~31!

we obtain the isospin decompositions given in Appendix
Let us start by neglecting the tree contributions, as w

done in the BELLE analysis. This corresponds toA3
25A3

28

5A3
450. Then, the following amplitude relations arise:

A0015A120 , A1005A021 , A0005A121 . ~32!

When integrating over phase space, the contribution from

interference betweenA1
2 and A1

28 vanishes.~Thus, although
AIJL is not invariant underI↔L, the ratesG IJL and the
branching ratiosBIJL are.! Consequently, the equalities of th
following rates are predicted:

G1205G100, G1215G000. ~33!

Branching ratios of fourB→KKK decays have been mea
sured@17#:

B1215~3.3060.1860.32!31025,

B1205~2.9360.3460.41!31025,

B1SS5~1.3460.1960.15!31025,

BSSS5~0.4320.14
10.1660.75!31025. ~34!

1In the original version of this section, there were errors in
isospin andU-spin decompositions of the relevant amplitude
which were pointed out in Ref.@18#. We agree with their results.
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Thus the approximation in Eq.~32! that led to Eq.~33! has
not yet been tested~in particular, isospin symmetry implie
no relation betweenB121 andB120). BecauseG I00 include
bothCP-odd and even states for the pair of neutral kaons,
measured rates in Eq.~34! are not sufficient to test the rela
tions in Eq.~33!. For example, the first relation in Eq.~33!
becomes

G12S5
1

2
G1SL1G1SS. ~35!

We now focus on theK1K2K0 andK0K0K1 modes. One
can write down the effective Hamiltonian in terms of th
meson fields. The twoI 50 terms are of the form
(BiKi)(K

jK j ) wherei and j are isospin indices. We can de
compose the Hamiltonian into components where theK jK j
pair is either in anl 5even or in anl 5odd angular momen-
tum state:

Heff}~BiKi !@x~K jK j ! l 5even1A12x2~K jK j ! l 5odd#. ~36!

The equality of the amplitudes in Eq.~32! guarantees thatx
is equal for the two decay modes, and allows the extrac
of the CP even/odd fractions in theB0→KSK1K2 decay
from measurements of theB1→K1KSKS decay as follows
@17#.

Consider theK1K2 subsystem in theB0→K1K2K0 de-
cay. Charge conjugation exchangesK1 and K2, and parity
exchanges them again~in the center of mass frame!. Thus the
K1K2 system hasCP511. Then, theK1K2KS system
hasCP5(21)l , wherel is the relative angular momentum
betweenKS and (K1K2). ~It also equals the relative angula
momentum betweenK1 andK2.! There is then a one-to-on
correspondence between angular momentum andCP. In par-
ticular, x2 in Eq. ~36! gives theCP-even fraction in theB
→K1K2KS decay.

Next consider the K0K0 subsystem in the B1

→K1K0K0 decay. Bose symmetry implies thatl 5even cor-
responds to a finalKSKS1KLKL state, whilel 5odd corre-
sponds to aKSKL state. Thus,x252G1SS/G100. SinceB100
has not been measured, one can use again Eq.~33! to arrive
at the following relation@17#:

x252
G1SS

G120
50.9760.1560.07. ~37!

We learn that theK1K2KS final state is dominantlyCP-
even.

From a measured value of theCP asymmetry,SKKK
exp , we

can deduce the value of theCP asymmetry for theCP-even
component,SKKK , according toSKKK5SKKK

exp /(2x221). We
learn that in the limit thatI 51 contributions to the Hamil-
tonian are neglected, we have

SKKK5
SKKK

exp

4G1SS/G12021
. ~38!,
4-6
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When the higher isospin contributions are taken into
count, the three amplitude equalities of Eq.~32! and the two
rate equalities of Eq.~33! no longer hold. There remains
single amplitude relation:

A0001A1211A1001A0011A1201A02150. ~39!

The angular momentum analysis is modified by the threeA3
terms. In particular, both the relationG12S( l 5even)/G12S
5G100( l 5even)/G100 and the relationG1005G120 are
corrected by terms ofO@(A3

21A2A3
4)/(A3A1

2)# and of

O@A3
28/(A3A1

28)#. At present there is no experimental info
mation on the size of these corrections.

One might worry about isospin violation in thef→KK
decays, sinceB(f→K1K2)'49% and B(f→KSKL)
'34% should be equal in the isospin limit.~This large
violation can be understood as arising chiefly from t
phase space difference for the two channels.! Since
B(B→fK)3B(f→K1K2) is between 10–15 % ofB120,
this could give an additional error of up to;4% onx2, not
a very large effect.

Note that even if theA3 amplitudes were negligibly sma
and thus the isospin analysis to find theCP-even fraction in
the KKK state very precise, it would not imply that the e
tractedCP asymmetry is equal to sin 2b to the same preci-
sion. Theb→uūs tree contribution also has an isosingl
component, which would not affect the isospin analysis
would shift SKKK from sin 2b. In the next subsection we
estimate the overall effect of that contribution.

B. U-spin analysis

In the previous subsection, we used isospin symmetr
estimate theCP-even fraction in theK1K2KS final state.
Isospin symmetry relates theB0→K1K2K0 mode to the
B1→K1K0K0 mode. In this subsection we useU-spin sym-
metry to estimate the overall effect of contributions toB
→K1K2K1 that are proportional toVub* Vus . U-spin relates
certain B1→hi

1hj
2hk

1 modes to each other, wherehi , j ,k

5K or p. @SinceU-spin is a subgroup of SU~3!, this analy-
sis is just a simplified form of the analysis that we ha
given for the other channels in this paper.#

UnderU-spin, B1 is a singlet, whileMi5(K1,p1) is a
doublet. A crucial point in our discussion is theU-spin trans-
formation properties of the Hamiltonian. Both the pengu
amplitudes,b→(ūu1d̄d1 s̄s)q, and the tree contribution
b→uūq ~with q5d,s) are DU51/2. Consequently, ther
are two U-spin amplitudes for the chargedB decays into
three charged kaons or pions. The decomposition of the v
ous decay amplitudes in terms of these twoU-spin ampli-
tudes is given in Table IV. We find the following relation:

a~K1K2K1!5b~p1p2p1!. ~40!

The experimental data are@17,19#
01500
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BKKK[B~B1→K1K2K1!5~3.160.2!31025,

BpKK[B~B1→p1K2K1!5~6.663.4!31026,

BKpp[B~B1→K1p2p1!5~5.760.4!31025,

Bppp[B~B1→p1p2p1!5~1.160.4!31025. ~41!

To relate the two pairs of rates in a useful way, we make
usual approximation: we take theKKK rate to be dominated
by theaKKK

c term, and theppp rate to be dominated by th
appp

u term. Then we obtain

ujKKKu5UVus

Vud
UAB~B1→p1p2p1!

B~B1→K1K2K1!
'0.13. ~42!

Given the size ofU-spin breaking effects and the crudene
of our approximations, we estimate that the corrections
2SKKK5sin 2b is of the following size:

jK1K2KS
50.1360.06. ~43!

Additional constraint onujKKKu can be derived from
BpKK . Our amplitude relations imply that, in theU-spin
limit, BpKK>Bppp/2. Consequently,

ujKKKu<UVus

Vud
UA2B~B1→p1K2K1!

B~B1→K1K2K1!
'0.14. ~44!

The above analysis does not distinguish between qu
two-body and true three-body contributions to the event
three-body rate. Indeed it includes all three-body final sta
whether or not reached by a resonant contribution. We u
here the SU~3! relationship only for the total rates, integrate
over the entire Dalitz plots. Comparisons of more restric
regions of the Dalitz plots would be much more subject
SU~3! breaking corrections.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Within the standard model, theCP asymmetriesSf in neu-
tral B decays to the finalCP eigenstatesfKS , h8KS and
(K1K2KS)CP521 are equal to the CKM parameter sin 2b
measured inB→cKS , to a good approximation. Further
more, the directCP asymmetriesCf in these modes are ex
pected to be small. The goodness of this approximation
different between the various modes and its estimate suff
in general, from hadronic uncertainties. We used SU~3! rela-
tions and experimental data~and, in some cases, a mild dy
namical assumption! to estimate or to derive upper bound
on the deviation of theSf from sin 2b and on the size ofCf .
We obtained
4-7
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ujh8KS
u,H 0.36 SU~3!,

0.09 SU~3!1leadingNc assumption,

ujfKS
u,0.25 SU~3!1noncancellation assumption

ujK1K2KS
u;0.13 U-spin, ~45!

wherej f is defined in Eq.~8!. The approximations and as
sumptions that lead to these results are spelled out in
corresponding sections. While our bounds for the first t
modes are considerably weaker than estimates based o
plicit calculations of the hadronic amplitudes, they have
advantage that they are model independent. Although SU~3!
breaking effects could be significant, our bounds for the tw
body modes are probably still conservative because t
arise from a sum over several complex amplitudes that
assumed to interfere constructively. Furthermore only exp
mental upper bounds are available for many of the rates
enter these bounds. As data improve, these bounds c
become significantly stronger. Certainly, if deviations fro
sin 2b are established that are larger than the SU~3! bounds,
the case for new physics would be convincing. Since
bounds apply more generally to minimal flavor violatio
models, the new physics would have to be beyond
framework. Even where our results require additional
sumptions, the situation here is better than the usual, in
we are making assumptions about nonleading correction
the af

u amplitudes, rather than about the fullaf
u terms.
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APPENDIX A: SU„3… DECOMPOSITION FOR
Šf „8…z„b̄u…„ūq…zB‹ AMPLITUDES

In this appendix we give the SU~3! decomposition of ma-
trix elements that are relevant to our analysis. The oper
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that creates aB meson containing ab̄ quark transforms as a

3̄ of SU~3!. TheDB511 Hamiltonian, which has the flavo
structure (b̄qi)(q̄ jqk), transforms as 33333̄51516̄13
13. Our calculations follow closely that in Ref.@20#, the
only difference being the decomposition of the Hamiltoni
that can be read off from Ref.@10#.

For final states composed of an SU~3! singlet and an oc-
tet, there are three reduced matrix elements. The reaso
that there is a unique way of making a singlet from an oc
plus any one of the three representations of the Hamilton
and theB operator. In Table I we give the decomposition
a( f )[af

u,c andb( f 8)[bf 8
u,c for f (8)5h1P8, whereh1 is the

SU~3!-singlet pseudoscalar, andP8 is the SU~3!-octet pseu-
doscalar. The matrix elementsSa

b that occur in the decompo
sition of af

u andbf 8
u are independent of those foraf

c andbf 8
c .

In our notation, the lower index of the reduced matrix e
ments denotes the SU~3! representation of the Hamiltonia
and the upper index is that of the final state.~If electroweak
penguin contributions were neglected, the decomposition
af

c andbf 8
c is given by the last column, corresponding toH in

a triplet.! The decomposition forf (8)5f1P8, wheref1 is
the SU~3!-singlet vector-meson, is the same as that forf (8)

5h1P8, with different values of the reduced matrix ele

TABLE I. SU~3! decomposition ofa( f ) and b( f 8) for f (8)

5h1P8.

f (8) S15
8

S6̄
8 S3

8

h1K0 21 21 1
h1K1 3 1 1
h1p0 5/A2 21/A2 21/A2
h1h8 A3/2 2A3/2 1/A6
h1p1 3 1 1

TABLE II. SU~3! decomposition ofa( f ) and b( f 8) for f (8)

5P8P8.

f (8) A15
27 A15

8
A6̄

8 A3
8 A3

1

h8K0 4A6/5 1/A6 21/A6 21/A6 0
K0p0 12A2/5 1/A2 21/A2 21/A2 0
K1p2 16/5 21 1 1 0
h8K1 8A6/5 2A3/2 1/A6 21/A6 0
K1p0 16A2/5 3/A2 21/A2 1/A2 0
K0p1 28/5 3 21 1 0
h8p0 0 5/A3 1/A3 21/A3 0
p0p0 213A2/5 1/A2 1/A2 1/(3A2) A2
h8h8 3A2/5 21/A2 21/A2 21/(3A2) A2
p2p1 14/5 1 1 1/3 2
K2K1 22/5 2 0 22/3 2

K0K0 22/5 23 21 1/3 2

h8p1 4A6/5 A6 2A2/3 A2/3 0
p1p0 4A2 0 0 0 0

K1K0 28/5 3 21 1 0
4-8
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TABLE III. SU~3! decomposition ofa( f ) andb( f 8) for f (8)5V8P8.

f (8) B15
27 B15

8S B
6̄

8S B3
8S B3

1 B15
10

B6̄
10 B15

8A B
6̄

8A B3
8A

f8K0 2A6/5 1/(2A6) 21/(2A6) 21/(2A6) 0 24A2/3 0 A3/2/2 2A3/2/2 2A3/2/2

K* 0h8 2A6/5 1/(2A6) 21/(2A6) 21/(2A6) 0 4A2/3 0 2A3/2/2 A3/2/2 A3/2/2

K* 0p0 6A2/5 1/(2A2) 21/(2A2) 21/(2A2) 0 4A2/3 4A2/3 1/(2A2) 21/(2A2) 21/(2A2)

r0K0 6A2/5 1/(2A2) 21/(2A2) 21/(2A2) 0 24A2/3 24A2/3 21/(2A2) 1/(2A2) 1/(2A2)

K* 1p2 8/5 21/2 1/2 1/2 0 28/3 4/3 21/2 1/2 1/2

r2K1 8/5 21/2 1/2 1/2 0 8/3 24/3 1/2 21/2 21/2

f8K1 4A6/5 2A3/2/2 1/(2A6) 21/(2A6) 0 0 0 23A3/2/2 A3/2/2 2A3/2/2

K* 1h8 4A6/5 2A3/2/2 1/(2A6) 21/(2A6) 0 0 0 3A3/2/2 2A3/2/2 A3/2/2

K* 1p0 8A2/5 3/(2A2) 21/(2A2) 1/(2A2) 0 0 4A2/3 3/(2A2) 21/(2A2) 1/(2A2)

r0K1 8A2/5 3/(2A2) 21/(2A2) 1/(2A2) 0 0 24A2/3 23/(2A2) 1/(2A2) 21/(2A2)

K* 0p1 24/5 3/2 21/2 1/2 0 0 24/3 3/2 21/2 1/2

r1K0 24/5 3/2 21/2 1/2 0 0 4/3 23/2 1/2 21/2

f8p0 0 5/(2A3) 1/(2A3) 21/(2A3) 0 4/A3 2/A3 0 0 0

r0h8 0 5/(2A3) 1/(2A3) 21/(2A3) 0 24/A3 22/A3 0 0 0

r0p0 213/5 1/2 1/2 1/6 1 0 0 0 0 0

f8h8 3/5 21/2 21/2 21/6 1 0 0 0 0 0

r2p1 7/5 1/2 1/2 1/6 1 4/3 22/3 5/2 1/2 21/2

r1p2 7/5 1/2 1/2 1/6 1 24/3 2/3 25/2 21/2 1/2

K* 2K1 21/5 1 0 21/3 1 24/3 2/3 2 1 0

K* 1K2 21/5 1 0 21/3 1 4/3 22/3 22 21 0

K* 0K0 21/5 23/2 21/2 1/6 1 24/3 2/3 1/2 21/2 21/2

K* 0K0 21/5 23/2 21/2 1/6 1 4/3 22/3 21/2 1/2 1/2

f8p1 2A6/5 A3/2 21/A6 1/A6 0 0 22A2/3 0 0 0

r1h8 2A6/5 A3/2 21/A6 1/A6 0 0 2A2/3 0 0 0

r1p0 2A2 0 0 0 0 0 2A2/3 3/A2 21/A2 1/A2

r0p1 2A2 0 0 0 0 0 22A2/3 23/A2 1/A2 21/A2

K* 0K1 24/5 3/2 21/2 1/2 0 0 24/3 3/2 21/2 1/2

K* 1K0 24/5 3/2 21/2 1/2 0 0 4/3 23/2 1/2 21/2
-

n
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ments,Sa
b , and the replacementh1→f1.

Final states containing two SU~3! octets can be decom
posed as 83852711011018S18A11. The final state
composed ofP8P8 is symmetric, and so it transforms as a
element of the symmetric part, (838)S5271811. In Table
II we give the decomposition ofa( f ) and b( f ) for f (8)

5P8P8; it contains five reduced matrix elements. When t
final mesons are different, such asf (8)5P8V8, whereV8 is
the SU~3!-octet vector-meson, all six representations app
In Table III we give the decomposition ofa( f ) andb( f 8) for
f (8)5P8V8, which contains ten reduced matrix elemen
Again, the matrix elementsAa

b andBa
b that occur in the de-

composition ofaf
u and bf 8

u are independent of those foraf
c

andbf 8
c . ~If electroweak penguins are neglected, the deco

position ofaf
c andbf 8

c is given by the columns correspondin

to H in a triplet,A3
8 , A3

1, B3
8S, B3

8A, andB3
1.!
01500
e

r.

.

-

Related tables have been presented in Ref.@10#, however,
the (b̄u)(ūs) contributions to strangeness changing dec
were neglected. Furthermore, in that paper, when there
several independent amplitudes with the Hamiltonian in
given SU~3! representation, these contributions are not
composed according to the SU~3! representation of the fina
state. Reference@11# gives the SU~3! decomposition for
f (8)5P8P8 in a somewhat different notation from ours. The
do not discuss the applications we investigate here. In R
@14# a nonet@U~3!# symmetry is assumed~which can be jus-
tified in the largeNc limit !. It relates matrix elements involv
ing f1 andf8 ~and, similarly,h1 andh8) that are indepen-
dent of one another based only on SU~3!. Thus, in Ref.@14#,
eleven amplitudes describeB→VP decays~with V in a sin-
glet or octet andP in an octet!, while we need thirteen. The
use of the fewer number of matrix elements amounts t
dynamical assumption beyond SU~3!.
4-9
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APPENDIX B: SU„3… RELATIONS FOR B0\h8K0 AND B0\hK0

The most general SU~3! relation between thea(h8K0) and b( f 8)’s of charged and neutralB decays can be written a
follows:

a~h8K0!5Fs222c2

2A2
2

A3s2~x12x2!

2 Gb~h8p0!2F 3sc

2A2
2

A3sc~x12x2!

2 Gb~hp0!1FA3s

4
1

s~x11x214x3!

2A2
Gb~p0p0!

2FA3s~s214c2!

4
2

3s3~x11x2!

2A2
Gb~h8h8!1F3A3sc2

4
1

3sc2~x11x2!

2A2
Gb~hh!

1FA6c~2c22s2!

4
2

3cs2~x11x2!

2
Gb~hh8!2sx3b~p1p2!2sx1b~K1K2!2sx2b~K0K0!2sx4b~K0K1!

1A3

2
scx4b~hp1!2A3

2
s2x4b~h8p1!1S A2sx32

sx4

A2
D b~p0p1!. ~B1!

Here,x1 , x2 , x3 andx4 are free parameters that allow us to choose between various combinations of amplitudes on t
hand side of this relation. In particular, given a set of experimental measurements of~or bounds on! the corresponding
branching ratios, we can vary thexi parameters so that we get the strongest constraint. With current data, the optimal
is x15x25x35x450, which yields Eq.~17!.

The analogous relation that will allow to bound the deviation of theCP asymmetry inB→hKS decay~once it is measured!
from sin 2b is

a~hK0!52
sc

2 S A3x11
3

A2
D b~h8p0!2F s2

A2
2

c2

2 S A3x11
1

A2
D Gb~hp0!1A3

2
scx2b~h8p1!2A3

2
c2x2b~hp1!

1
s

2 S c2SA3

2
13x3D 2s2A6 D b~h8h!2

3s2c

4
~A31A2x3!b~h8h8!

1cFc2

4
~A323A2x3!1s2A3Gb~hh!2

c

4
„A31A2~4x41x3!…b~p0p0!1cx4b~p1p2!

1
c

A2
~x222x4!b~p0p1!1

c

2
~x32x1!b~K1K2!1

c

2
~x31x1!b~K0K0!1cx2b~K0K1!. ~B2!

We have also derived the most general SU~3! relation between thea(f8K0) and the~sixteen! bf 8
u ’s of charged and neutra

B decays. The relation is quite complicated and it does not seem likely that it will become useful in the near future, s
not present it explicitly here.
APPENDIX C: RELEVANT BRANCHING RATIOS

The values below are collected from Ref.@16#.

B~h8K0!5~5.821.3
11.4!31025,

B~h8K1!5~7.560.7!31025,

B~p1p2!5~4.460.9!31026,

B~K1K2!,1.931026,
01500
B~K0K1!,2.431026,

B~hp0!,2.931026,

B~p0p0!,5.731026,

B~hp1!,5.731026,

B~h8p0!,5.731026,

B~h8p1!,7.031026,
4-10
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B~p0p1!,9.631026,

B~K0K0!,1.731025,

B~hh!,1.831025,

B~hh8!,2.731025,

B~h8h8!,4.731025, ~C1!

while for vector-pseudoscalar modes:

B~fK0!5~8.122.6
13.2!31026,

B~fK1!5~7.921.8
12.0!31026,
01500
B~hv!,1.231025,

B~h8v!,6.031025,

B~hf!,0.931025,

B~h8f!,3.131025,

B~hr0!,1.031025,

B~h8r0!,1.231025,

B~r0p0!,5.531026,

B~vp0!,3.031026,

B~K1K* 0!,5.331026,

B~fp1!,1.431026. ~C2!
TABLE IV. Top half: Isospin decomposition ofAIJL5A@B→KI(p1)K̄ J(p2)KL(p3)#. Bottom half:
U-spin decomposition ofAhihjhl

5A@B→hi
1(p1)hj

2(p2)hl
1(p3)#.

AIJL A1
2

A1
28 A3

2
A3

28 A3
4

A100
1

2A3
2

1

2

1

6
2

1

2A3

1

3A2

A001
1

2A3

1

2

1

6

1

2A3

1

3A2

A120
1

2A3

1

2
2

1

6
2

1

2A3
2

1

3A2

A021
1

2A3
2

1

2
2

1

6

1

2A3
2

1

3A2

A000 2
1

A3
0

1

3
0 2

1

3A2

A121 2
1

A3
0 2

1

3
0

1

3A2

Ahihlhj
X1

2
X1

28

AKpp
1

2A3
2

1

2

AppK
1

2A3

1

2

AKKp
1

2A3

1

2

ApKK
1

2A3
2

1

2

Appp 2
1

A3
0

AKKK 2
1

A3
0
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APPENDIX D: SU„2… DECOMPOSITION FOR

ŠKKKz„b̄u…„ūs…zB‹ AMPLITUDES

In this appendix we give the isospin decomposition
matrix elements that are relevant to our analysis. The op

tor that creates aB meson containing ab̄ quark transforms as
a 2 of isospin-SU~2!. TheDB511 Hamiltonian, which has
01500
f
a-

the flavor structure (b̄s)(q̄iqi), transforms as either 232
5113 for qi5u,d or 1 for qi5s. For final isospin-doublet
states, the nonprimed~primed! isospin amplitudes corre
spond to theKIKL subsystem being in an isospin-singl
~-triplet! state. A similar form of decomposition holds for th
U-spin amplitudes inB1→hi

1(p1)hj
2(p2)hl

1(p3) decays
~wherehi ,l

1 5K1,p1 and hj
25p2,K2). They are given in

Table IV.
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